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Over the past half-decade, the fundamental physical properties of
left-handed (LH) metamaterials (MMs) have been established both
theoretically and experimentally, and several novel MM-based mi-
crowave applications with unique characteristics have already been
proposed. This paper provides a recall of the main properties of
MMs and an overview of their demonstrated applications and con-
cepts. Moreover, it suggests numerous potential future applications
and points out important challenges to meet to design MMs for the
next generation of microwave and optical devices.

Keywords—Composite right/left-handed (CRLH), left-handed
(LH), metamaterials (MM), microwave and photonic devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials (MMs), which are broadly defined as
effectively homogeneous1 artificial structures with unusual
properties, represent a new paradigm in physics and en-
gineering. The most popular of MMs are the so-called
left-handed (LH) MMs,2 which are characterized by antipar-
allel phase and group velocities or, equivalently, negative
constitutive parameters , and negative refractive index
(NRI) .

The main historical landmarks of MMs, from the point
of view of high-frequency electronics, are: 1) theoretical
speculation on the existence of LH media and prediction of
their fundamental properties by Veselago in 1967 [1]; 2) the
proposition by Pendry of a negative- thin wires structure [2]
and a negative- split-ring resonators structure [3] operating
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1Effectively homogeneous means homogeneous to electromagnetic
waves, which implies a structural unit size much smaller than wavelength.
Transposed to transmission lines, this term could be transformed into
effectively uniform.

2Although this paper focuses on LH MMs, other MMs are possible, such
as for instance single-negative MMs (" < 0� � > 0 or " > 0� � < 0),
or any type of isotropic/anisotropic effectively homogeneous structure.

in the microwave range; 3) the combination by Smith and
Schultz of these two structures into the first experimental
LH structure [4]; and 4) the simultaneous introduction by
Eleftheriades [5], Caloz and Itoh [6], and Oliner [7] of
nonresonant, low-loss and broad-bandwidth, transmission
line (TL) MMs.

Although most of the publications so far have consisted of
“what if” papers,3 a number of novel applications for high-
frequency electronics have already emerged [8]–[10]. Most
of these applications are based on the composite right/left-
handed (CRLH) concept, which is extensively developed in
[10].4 It is anticipated that many more applications of MMs
will be developed in the coming years.

This paper briefly summarizes the fundamentals of MMs
with their main properties, TL approach, microwave char-
acteristics, and novel features (Section II), describes some
of their demonstrated guided-, radiated- and refracted-wave
applications and properties (Section III), discusses their po-
tential future applications (Section IV), and points out some
of the challenges to meet for leading MMs to a possible sci-
entific and technological revolution (Section V).

II. FUNDAMENTALS OF MMS

LH MMs provide the missing third quadrant of the
diagram, shown in Fig. 1. Despite the trend of nature to

favor conventional right-handed (RH) (quadrant I) materials
and, to a lesser extent, single negative5 (quadrants II and IV)
materials, no law of physics prevents the existence of LH
materials, as long as the generalized entropy conditions for
dispersive media are satisfied6 [10].

3Papers assuming the existence of perfectly homogeneous and isotropic
bulk materials and investigating theoretically their properties.

4This book contains detailed developments for all the concepts and appli-
cations described in this paper, and many more.

5While RH media (e.g., air) exist at any frequency, single negative media
are available only in restricted frequency ranges. In addition, many restric-
tions are imposed on the " � � parameters of conventional materials (e.g.,
no magnetism (� > 1) in optics), which may be mitigated with MMs.

6For these conditions to be satisfied, LH materials need at least to be fre-
quency-dispersive, i.e., their propagation constant � has to be a nonlinear
function of frequency!, corresponding to frequency-dependent group delay
t (!).
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Fig. 1. Permittivity–permeability (" � �) and refractive index (n) dia-
gram. The time dependence e is assumed, corresponding to the out-
going wave function e and incoming wave function e , where � is
the propagation constant, � = nk (k = !=c: free space wavenumber, !:
angular frequency, c: speed of light). The angular frequencies ! and !
represent the electric and magnetic plasma frequencies, respectively.

A. General Properties

The antiparallelism existing between phase and group ve-
locities in LH MMs is easily verified by inserting
a plane wave into Maxwell’s curl equations with
and . Several phenomena of classical physics are re-
versed in LH media and at the interface between LH and RH
media. Fig. 2 depicts some of these reversed phenomena:
Doppler effect ( for an observer seeing a receding
source), Vavilov–Čerenkov radiation (backward radiation of
a fast-wave particle in motion), Snell’s law

, Goss–Hänchen effect
(shift in total internal reflection situation), lensing
effect (convex/concave LH lenses are diverging/converging,
respectively), and subwavelength focusing of an image by a
flat slab (low spatial frequency (rough) features are focused
by reversed Snell’s law, while high spatial frequency (de-
tailed) feature are enhanced due to reversed transfer function
associated with surface wave or surface plasmon excitation)
[11].

B. TL Approach

Fig. 3 compares a resonant-type LH MM with a TL
nonresonant LH MM,7 exhibiting the advantage of low loss,
under balanced/matching condition, and broad bandwidth,
depending only on the value of the reactive TL parameters
(Section II-C).

LH TL MMs essentially consist of (periodic or not) struc-
tures with strong series capacitance and shunt inductance,

7A microstrip implementation is shown here, but LH MM structures can
be implemented in various other technologies (strip-line, CPW, waveguides,
etc.), as long they exhibit dominating series capacitance and shunt induc-
tance.

Fig. 2. Reversed phenomena in LH MMs. (a) Doppler effect. (b) Vavilov-
Čerenkov radiation. (c) Snell’s law. (d) Goss-Hänchen effect. (e) Lensing
effect. (f) Subwavelength focusing.

which correspond to a circuit model easily shown to exhibit
antiparallel phase and group velocities [12]. However, an es-
sential fact to notice in Fig. 3(b) is that natural RH series
inductance (due to longitudinal currents) and shunt capaci-
tance (due to transverse voltage gradients) effects are neces-
sarily present and increasingly contributing to the response
of the structure as frequency increases. This observation re-
veals that a practical LH structure is in fact CRLH, where LH
and RH effects co-exist, in a manner that is presented next.

C. Microwave Characteristics

In the effective-homogeneity limit , the disper-
sion/attenuation relation and the characteristic
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Fig. 3. MM prototypes constituted of metal and dielectric. (a) Split-ring
resonators and thin wires structures (two-dimensionnally LH). (b) Mi-
crostrip planar structure consisting of series interdigital capacitors and
shunt stub inductors (also two-dimensionally LH).

impedance of a CRLH MM are obtained with the help
of Fig. 4(a) from standard TL theory as

(1)

(2)

where for and

(3)

When the series and shunt resonances are equal,
, these relations simplify to

(4a)

const (4b)

Fig. 4. Incremental circuit model of a CRLH TL. The subscripts R
and L stand for RH and LH, respectively. (a) Unit cell prototype. (b)
Corresponding microwave network dispersion diagram computed by
(1). According to (3), ! < ! or ! > ! , depending on the LC
parameters. The curves for a purely LH (PLH) structure (L = C = 0)
and for a purely RH (PRH) structure (L = C = 1) are also shown
for comparison. Also shown are the different regions relevant when the
structure is open to air, I: guided-LH (v < 0, jv j < c), II: leaky-LH
(v < 0, jv j > c), III: leaky-RH (v > 0, v > c), IV: guided-RH
(v > 0, v < c).

The equality is called the balanced condition.
It is observed that under this condition: 1) the lower frequen-
cies LH and higher frequencies RH contributions decouple
in the dispersion relation; 2) the gap disappears due to mu-
tual cancellation of the series/shunt resonances and nonzero
group velocity infinite-wavelength (or phase velocity) propa-
gation is allowed at the transition frequency ;
and 3) the characteristic impedance becomes frequency in-
dependent, which means that broad-band matching is pos-
sible. Unbalanced and balanced dispersion curves are plotted
in Fig. 4(b).
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As seen in the circuit model of Fig. 4(b), a CRLH structure
is, in essence, a band-pass filter.8 The exact expressions for
the LH high-pass and RH low-pass cutoff frequencies read
[10]

(5a)

(5b)

where , , and simplify
to

(6a)

(6b)

in the balanced case. These relations show that the band-
width of a CRLH MM depends only on the structural param-
eters , , , . Finally, the correspondence between
TL (circuit) and material parameters is straightforwardly ob-
tained by mapping form the telegrapher’s to Maxwell’s equa-
tions as

(7a)

(7b)

As any homogeneous structure, a CRLH TL of length can
be open- or short-ended so as to build a resonator. However,
a unique feature of CRLH resonators is that they exhibit both
negative (LH range) and positive (RH range) resonances,
plus zeroth-order resonance (at ) as illustrated in Fig. 5.
At , infinite wavelength resonance is achieved at any de-
sired frequency.

D. Novelty of MMs

“Backward-wave” structures have been known for many
decades in periodic structures [13]. But in classical periodic
structures, only space harmonics exhibit antiparallel phase
and group velocities, and, when including all the Fourier
components, their real electromagnetic fields exhibit highly

8It is however fundamentally different from a conventional band-pass
filter, which is not a uniform structure and which does not display phase
advance (� < 0) in general.

Fig. 5. Resonances of a (balanced) periodic LC network CRLH TL res-
onator constituted of N unit cells (here N = 4). The length ` of the res-
onator and the period p of the metastructure are related by ` = Np, which
results in Brillouin zone edges of �N�=` = ��=p.

inhomogeneous distributions, where diffraction (or scat-
tering) dominates, preventing refractive phenomena such as
those described in Section II-A.9 In contrast, MMs behave as
real materials, with clearly defined (averaged) constitutive
parameters, and there is no essential difference between
a piece of natural dielectric material (e.g., teflon) and an
MM.10 Many other novel and promising characteristics de-
rive from this fundamental property (effective homogeneity)
of MMs, since MMs can be in principle “tailored” to produce
any desired constitutive parameters [10].

III. DEMONSTRATED APPLICATIONS AND CONCEPTS

The applications described below are presented in various
papers, with reviews in [8]–[10].

A. Guided Wave

Several guided-wave [mainly one-dimensional (1-D)]
MM applications have been developed, including dual-band
and enhanced-bandwidth components (couplers, phase
shifters, power dividers, mixers), arbitrary coupling-level
impedance/phase couplers, multilayer super-compact
(i.e., super slow-wave) structures, zeroth-order resonators
with constant field distribution, and tight coupled-line
phase/impedance couplers. Fig. 6 shows the example of a
CRLH impedance coupler, where arbitrary coupling level
based on a new principle [even/odd modes coupling with
unbalanced CRLH gaps, associated with even/odd imagi-
nary characteristic impedances and coupling depending on
the length of the structure (not long!)] is obtained [16].

9“NRI-like” effects have been shown in photonic crystals, but these effects
occur outside the structure. Inside the (Bragg-regime) structure, constitutive
parameters cannot even be defined due to inhomogeneity.

10The only difference is of quantitative nature: whereas p=� in a natural
material (p is the molecular lattice, p � 10 m) is of around 10 in the
microwave range, it is typically of the order of 10 �10 in today’s MMs.
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Fig. 6. Arbitrary coupling-level edge-coupled impedance coupled-line
coupler. (a) Microstrip (with interdigital series capacitor and shunt stub
inductors) prototype with quasicomplete coupling jS j � 0 dB. (b) Mea-
sured scattering parameters.

B. Radiated Wave

Various 1-D and two-dimensional (2-D) leaky-wave (LW)
antennas and reflectors with unique functionalities have
been designed. Fig. 7 shows the examples of 1-D frequency
[14] and electronically scanned [15] backfire-to-endfire
LW antennas. The backfire-to-endfire radiation operation is
readily understood by considering (4a) in conjunction with
the LW beam angle [17]. The LW antenna
described is unique in several respects: 1) it fully operates
in the fundamental mode of the TL, whereas periodic-type
LW structures utilize space harmonics; 2) consequently, the
feeding mechanism is dramatically simplified (e.g., simple
microstrip line here); 3) broadside radiation, due to nonzero
group velocity (traveling wave) at , is achievable for
the first time; 4) continuous backfire-to-endfire is obtained
for the first time.11 As seen in (4a), is both a function of
frequency and of the parameters , , , . There-
fore, any of these parameters can be modulated instead of

for beam steering at a fixed frequency; this is the fact
exploited in the electronically scanned antenna of Fig. 7(b),
where the beam is steered by varying the reverse bias voltage
of varactors distributed along the structure (affecting
and ).

C. Refracted Wave

Although apparently the most exciting for MMs, re-
fracted-wave practical applications (requiring two or three
dimensions) have not been much investigated yet and remain

11Uniform-type LW antennas can radiate only forward, because � > 0,
8!. Periodic-type LW antennas can radiate either backward or forward, de-
pending on the space harmonic used, but backward to forward transition
(typically based on different harmonics) requires a complex and inefficient
feeding structure.

Fig. 7. Two examples of radiated-wave applications (fast-wave region of
the dispersion diagram, where v > c). (a) Frequency-scanned backfire-to-
endfire 24-cell LW antenna [see Fig. 4(b)]. The antenna structure is similar
to each of the lines in the coupler of Fig. 6(a). (b) Electronically scanned
backfire-to-endfire 30-cell LW antenna including reverse-biased varactor
diodes for beam steering. (c) Scanned-angle versus frequency and reverse
bias voltage corresponding to the frequency- and electronically scanned an-
tennas of (a) and (b), respectively.

mostly at the conceptual level so far, with promising appli-
cations for the future. A few of these concepts are illustrated
in Fig. 8: negative focusing at an RH–LH interface, also
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Fig. 8. Examples of interesting refractive (2-D) effects for potential ap-
plications. (a) TL method (TLM) (time-domain) simulated negative refrac-
tion at an RH–LH interface. (b) Circuit simulated orthogonally anisotropic
metasurface, horizontally guiding/RH at lower frequencies and vertically
guiding/LH at higher frequencies. (c) Full-wave simulated (FEM) plane to
cylindrical wave reflection-less “refractor.” (d) Full-wave simulated (FEM)
surface plasmon at an RH–LH interface. A plane wave is incident from the
left in medium ]1 (n > 0) upon an oblique interface with medium ]2
(n > 0, n < n ) at an angle superior to the critical angle; consequently,
total internal reflection occurs in medium ]1 and the evanescent wave pro-
duced in medium ]2 excites the SP at the interface with LH medium ]3
(n < 0).

demonstrated experimentally with lumped elements in [18]
and with distributed components in [19], an anisotropic

Fig. 9. Full-space scanning (frequency- or electronically controlled) by
a 2-D CRLH LW structure. The structure shown is a hexagonally shaped
mushroom-type 2-D structure with four sources. Elevation scanning is
achieved by backfire-to-endfire frequency or electronic control while
azimuthal scanning is achieved via switched sources located each half of
the sides of the polygonal shape.

metasurface [20], a parabolic refractor [21] and RH–LH
interface microwave surface plasmons (SPs) [22]. Various
other refracted-wave effects have been suggested in the
literature.

IV. FUTURE APPLICATIONS

A countless number of applications may be envisioned for
MMs and CRLH structures. We speculatively list a few of
them here.

• Versatile tunable MM devices including distributed
thin-film ferro-electric and ferro/i-magnetic materials
(e.g., filters, resonantors, antennas).

• Anisotropic minimum-impedance-path metamaterials
inspired from the Fermat’s principle in optics, to mold
the flow of electromagnetic energy (e.g., beam-forming
structures, “guide-less” impedance-contrast waveg-
uiding structures). An interesting example is the
resonance-cone “spatial spectrum analyzer” described
in [23].

• Miniaturized devices based on CRLH zeroth-order res-
onance or super slow-wave effect (bottom of LH range
or top of RH range) (Section II-C).

• Nonlinear MM devices; for instance, suggested in [24]
is the idea of solitons/shock-wave TLs exploiting the in-
trinsic frequency dispersion of LH/CRLH MMs in con-
junction with field nonlinearity (provided by varactors,
or distributed nonlinear ferroelectric or ferrimagnetic
materials) for efficient manipulation of pulses (e.g., gen-
eration of ultrashort pulses for UWB systems or control-
lable harmonic generation).

• Full-space scanning 2-D LW antennas, as for instance
suggested in Fig. 912 (possible inexpensive alternative
to complex conventional phased arrays).

12Note that a mushroom-type 2-D conical-beam antenna along this line
was presented in [25].
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• Active MMs; this is a completely unexplored area
to date (e.g., dual-band matching networks for PAs,
high gain bandwidth distributed PAs, MM distributed
mixers).

• Refracted-wave applications. As pointed out in Sec-
tion III-C, a lot remains to be done to progress beyond
concepts and develop practical applications. Planar
refracted-wave structures may find applications in
compact flat lenses [NRI, Fig. 8(a)], near-field high-res-
olution imaging [subwavelength focusing, Fig. 2(f)],
impedance-contrast exotic waveguides [anisotropic
MMs, Fig. 8(b)], compact-range wave generation and
measurements or end-fire antennas [structures of the
type parabolic “refractor,” Fig. 8(c)], or super-compact
SP waveguides [Fig. 8(d)], operated near the plasmon
resonance where extremely slow-wave (narrow-band)
effect is achieved.

• Other-than-LH MMs. Many possibilities can be en-
visioned. For instance, applications involving single
negative- or negative- materials, such as ultrathin
waveguides, flexible single-mode thick fibers and very
thin cavity resonators, have been suggested in [26]. An-
other interesting class of MMs is that of terahertz MMs,
exhibiting magnetic activity, with medical applications
such for instance tumor screening by depth-resolved
spectroscopic analysis [27].

• Natural LH MMs. Although such materials are cur-
rently not known to exist, there is no proof that they
cannot be obtained by physical or chemical processes.
Another potential direction is that of biological tissues
and cells (e.g., neural networks or DNA). Natural LH
MMs would have such a small feature size that they
would exhibit excellent homogeneity, just like con-
ventional RH materials. One may imaging a futuristic
MM science where chemists, physicists, biologists,
and engineers would work together to tailor artificial
materials completing the battery of materials offered
by nature to design revolutionary devices.

V. MAIN CHALLENGES

Although MM have already brought up, in addition to
exceptionally novel physics and engineering concepts, a
number of applications with unique features or perfor-
mances, some challenges remain to be met. A few of them
are discussed here.

• An ideal MM would be a three-dimensional (3-D) ho-
mogeneous/isotropic structure. In particular, it would be
highly desirable to obtain bulk three-dimensionally LH
(or CRLH) MM structures. It may be anticipated that
highly innovative applications would be realizable with
bulk LH tailorable substrates specified by their nega-
tive and and frequency dispersion characteristics,
as unique circuits could be printed on or in combination
with such substrates. However, an efficient 3-D LH MM
does not seem to have been developed so far. Fig. 10
shows an artistic projection of what may look like a 3-D
CRLH meta-structure representing a 3-D extension of
the structure shown in Fig. 3(b). Narrow-band 3-D LH

Fig. 10. Artistic representation of possible 3-D CRLH MM.

MMs may be fabricated by resonant particles, but the
direction for broad-band low-loss 3-D LH MMs is still
uncertain.

• Fabrication of structures as complex as that of Fig. 10
would naturally represent novel challenges. Various
new technologies, such as enhanced LTCC, MMIC,
and nanotechnologies would have to be developed for
the design of efficient and reproducible MMs.

• Currently available MMs are constituted of metal
inclusions and are therefore inappropriate for op-
tical wavelengths. Consequently, the availability of
nonmetallic LH structures would also be a must for
broad-range deployment of MMs applications. The
option of using metal for generation of plasmonic
negative- at optical frequencies does not seem to be
a realistic solution due to excessive losses. Moreover,
currently investigated terahertz magnetic materials are
still far from being operable in optics.

• Other MM challenges include miniaturization of the
structural cell (for increased homogeneity at a give
frequency or increased bandwidth for a minimal homo-
geneity), development of efficient numerical tools to
compte large-size but finite-extent MM structures, and
development of novel MIC/MMIC-compatible MMs
(for instance, by generating capacitors from semicon-
ductor depletion layers).

VI. CONCLUSION

Science magazine named LH materials as one of the top
ten scientific breakthroughs of 2003 [28]. This judgement
seems indeed appropriate, as LH structures, and MMs in gen-
eral, represent a dramatically novel paradigm of physics and
engineering, as opposed to a simple fashionable ephemeral
scientific topic. At the time of this writing, the most funda-
mental concepts of LH/CRLH MMs have been clearly es-
tablished, theoretically, numerically, and experimentally, and
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the future of this emerging field seems to lie in the devel-
opment of novel microwave and photonic applications. This
paper has presented the fundamental aspects of LH/CRLH
MMs, described some of their first applications, discussed
potential future devices and structures, and has anticipated
some of the challenges toward a brilliant future. It is believe
that MM have a huge potential and may represent one of the
leading edges of tomorrow’s technology in high-frequency
electronics.
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